Watch Information

1) What is the material of the case? ________________________________

2) Is the back of the case made of steel?  Yes ________
                                           No ________

3) What is the strap made of? ________________________________

4) How is the watch powered?  Battery ________
                                Auto ________
                                Manual ________

5) What is the watches display?  Mechanical ________
                                Digital ________
                                L.C.D. ________

6) Jewels?  Yes ________
           No ________

7) Stopwatch ability  Yes ________
                        No ________

8) Value Breakdown:  CAD ________, or USD ________

Movement:__________
  Case:__________
  Band:__________
  Battery:__________
  Jewels:__________(if any)
  C/O of Movement:__________

Source of information: __________________________________________

Company Name: ____________________________________________
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